
A WEB3 ENABLEMENT COMPANY



We are at the beginning of the biggest 
transformation the world has ever seen
Web1 and Web2 only scratched the surface of the opportunity. Web3 digs deeper into 

the underlying economics of every company and market we know today.
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Web 1.0 Web 2.0
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2022 is the year to 
make a move in Web3
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Consumers are buying digital assets 

89% 
(293M) 

of Americans have 
heard of Bitcoin

17% 
(59M) 

of Americans 
have digital 
assets

106M million people globally 
transacted in cryptocurrencies 
in 2021 (as of Nov 2021)

TOTAL CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKET CAP

MARKET CAP 24H VOL
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NFT’s are exploding…

TOTAL NFT SECONDARY SALES SURPASS $16 BILLION
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…and the Metaverse concept is coming of age 

FULL
STORY:

FULL
STORY:

FULL
STORY:

FULL
STORY:

FULL
STORY:

FULL
STORY:

https://www.theverge.com/22833369/nike-rtfkt-nft-sneaker-shoe-metaverse-company
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robertfarrington/2021/12/25/why-big-brands-are-spending-millions-on-nfts/?sh=4dff2fa56117
https://www.yahoo.com/now/pepsi-announces-first-ever-brand-140000126.html
https://www.barrons.com/articles/andy-warhol-nfts-crypto-basel-51638469078
https://techcrunch.com/2021/10/13/viacomcbs-gets-into-nfts-via-a-partnership-with-nft-startup-recur/
https://www.techtimes.com/articles/269907/20211229/ferrari-and-lamborghini-ferrari-picture-nft-marketplace-nft-art-velas-blockchain-velas-crypto-price.htm
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Now is the time to get moving 
Companies that learn how to drive adoption now will be well positioned for leadership in Web3

PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE

We are 
here
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But where to start? 
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“Focus on the user and 
all else will follow.”

 
- SERGEY BRIN, GOOGLE

“Don’t just listen to your 
customer, understand them.”

 
- JEFF BEZOS, AMAZON

“Start with the customer 
experience and work backwards”

 
- STEVE JOBS, APPLE

The path to clarity, leadership and survival is about one simple 
thing: Understand customers and deliver value they want.
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Where are consumers right now?* 
Awareness is high, curiosity is growing and word of mouth is 

starting to drive interest.

We're still early. 69.3% of people in the US have not purchased/

invested in any sort of crypto related product/service 

27.1% of people's attitudes towards crypto were changed after 

speaking with friends about it. Out of the 27.1% (322 individuals), 

85% of those (274 individuals) attitudes were positively changed.

* Frequency Group pr imary research 12/19/2021. 
N=1200, respondents matched to US census demographics

CONSUMER AWARENESS
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Companies that have a deep, actionable 
understanding of their customers are  

best are prepared to capitalize on consumers’ 
growing interest.
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Kryptonomic.io can help

This is our third time around on tech-driven consumer transformation.

Our proprietary method of customer discovery, user experience validation and 

economic analysis give us the ability to isolate the best path forward for 

consumer adoption and drive revenue.

You’ll launch the right projects, making the right impact at the right time.
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GERRY CAMPBELL
+ CEO, entrepreneur and author
+ 25 years of business and technology 

innovation with major brands
+ 20+ patents for core Web1 & Web2 tech
+ Crypto and blockchain advisor/investor

Our Team

DEAN WILSON
+ CEO and Founder of 720
+ Business partners with Joel Zimmerman 

aka Deadmau5
+ Technology and entertainment pioneer
+ Active in several groundbreaking Web3 

projects

GREG SNOW
+ Research and user experience expert
+ Deep experience driving customer 

engagement and lifetime value with major 
brands

+ Founder & CEO. of 
BlockchainGlobalCapital

HARVEY 
TADMAN
+ Cofounder, Ayita
+ Board of MODA DAO

RAY  
LEE
+ CPO Pearpop
+ Advisor Audius

BILL  
BRADFORD
+ Fmr CDO, Hulu
+ Fmr SVP Fox Broadcasting

MATT  
HONG
+ Chairman, Newbury Street 

Acquisition Corp
+ Former COO, Turner 

Sports

KRISTA  
THOMAS
+ Global Head of  

Marketing, InMobi

ALEX  
SPINELLI
+ VP Core ML, Google
+ Fmr Global Head Alexa OS

BRANDON 
ESKEW
+ Founder Crypto Assassins
+ Engineering, CarbonBlue

Advisors

To be revealed soon
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We Know How To Launch Projects That Work

THE EARLY WEB
+Invented predictive search at AOL, patents 

now held by Meta and Microsoft
+Launched the world’s first automated 

domain registration site with CompuServe
+Built one of the world’s first shopping 

comparison engines at Shopping.com
+Created the world’s first Mobile shopping 

experience at AltaVista

WEB2
+Pioneered electronic music and live 

immersive experiences (Deadmau5)
+Led Google’s initial launch of AdWords, 

creating ~$4B in revenue and warrants 
for AOL

+Created Beachbody On Demand, 
generating $100M revenue in 18 months

+Built the world’s first consolidated, real-
time tick data service to power high 
frequency trading at Reuters

+Launched OpenCalais, the world’s first 
free semantic tagging service

WEB3
+Over thirty Deadmau5 NFT drops 

including collabs with Mad Dog Jones 
and Portugal the Man

+Launching Mau5coin digital currency
+Creating the first dedicated music venue 

in the Metaverse with Pixelynx
+Pioneered live concerts in the Metaverse 

on Sandbox, Decentraland and Fortnight
+Aggregating artist’s rights for greater 

control in MODADAO
+Creating a blockchain-based competitor 

to Spotify with Emanate
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Our Connected Family of Companies

• NFT drops & collabs 
• Metaverse performances 
• Cheese token

Music metaverse

Play-to-earn music in Web3

Music collaboration and 
sharing on the blockchain

Crypto hedge fund

Customer-centric  
digital transformation

Entertainment management

Web3 enablement

Digital storytelling
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What We Do

Strategy

Consumer Insight

Technology

Business

Planning the right moves to achieve goals 

Understanding exactly what products and  
messages motivate users

Building and integrating the needed technology

Driving the creation of real value
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How Kryptonomic.io works 
We provide the strategy, customer validation and execution to meet our partners’ objectives 

Audience

Brand Partners Big Brands

Voice Strategy                         Objectives

Kryptonomic.io Enabling Web3

Design Build Launch Upgrade

Tech Partners NFT’s

Minting Sale Secondary
Markets

Metaverse

Individual
Identity

Brand
Licensing

Metaverse
Worlds

Coins/Tokens

Token
Selection

Smart
Contracts

Wallet

Validate
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Let Us Help 
• Review objectives and plans for 2022

• Research and understand your target customers, learning what they are ready to explore with you

• Craft a strategy for reaching them

• Assemble the right technologies and experiences to deliver on your strategy

• Drive adoption

• Generate revenue



Thank you
gerry@kryptonomic.io           
dean@kryptonomic.io           
greg@kryptonomic.io

Kryptonomic

mailto:gerry@kryptonomic.io
mailto:dean@kryptonomic.io
mailto:greg@kryptonomic.io
https://discord.com/invite/E59DCRREhT

